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Folding paper provides an important tactile experience and fine motor control lesson for young

children. This workbook progresses from simple one-fold projects, all way through beginning

origami. Along the way, children will delight in creating fun and amusing paper toys and art projects.

Ages 2 and up.
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I am a homeschool mom who recently discovered the GREAT Kumon books for children. LET'S

FOLD is part of the Kumon First Steps series, which also includes 3 other books: Let's Color, Let's

Sticker and Paste, and Let's Cut Paper. The books in this series are recommended for ages 2 and

up. I want to say I am using these with my 8 yr. old son, along with the regular Kumon books, and

he is enjoying it very much. Many children take a while to learn to handle scissors, pencils, glue,

and these fun workbooks are a simple and fun way for them to learn these skills!In LET'S FOLD,

there are 39 folding projects. No cutting is involved for the child. Mom or Dad cuts the project off the

page for the child to work on. The first 4 folding projects are very simple; folding the square paper in

half; a rabbit and panda thus do "peek a boo", a dog has a bone hidden in his mouth, you can make

the boy laugh or cry. Projects 5-14 introduce folding the square twice, where the ends meet in the

center. This was NOT at first easy for my son, so I am glad there were so many pages of this sort of

fold. Projects included: opening the 2 flaps to see the bear and pig change clothes, and many were



opening the folded flaps to see the inside of a fruit or vegetable, such as an apple, papaya,

cabbage, lemon, melon, green pepper, etc. Projects 15 and 16 introduced folding the 2 bottom

corners up to finish the zebra's or bear's face. Projects 17-22 involve the fold where all 4 corners of

the square are folded to the center point, making a smaller square. Again, this is NOT always easy

for a child to master! These have photos of animals from the rear or as babies, and when the folding

is done you see a full view of the animal and in the case of the babies, the grown up animals.
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